CITY OF RIFLE
PLANNING COMMISSION REGULAR MEETING
PUBLIC HEARING
Tuesday June 28, 2016
Rifle City Hall – Council Chambers

6:00 PM

Workshop ~ Comprehensive Plan

Regular Meeting
7:00 PM

1. Convene Regular Planning Commission Meeting

7:01 PM

2. Roll Call

7:02 PM

3. April 26, 2016 Regular Planning Commission Meeting Minutes

7:03 PM

4. Residential Garage Regulations Discussion
Public comment on issue and direction from Planning Commission to Staff.

7:15 PM

5. Knollridge Enclave SIA Amendment
Consider minor changes to site requirements required under the SIA.

7:35 PM

6. Minor Subdivision 2016-1 Rifle Retail Ventures

(public hearing)

Consider subdivision of a 1.197 acre parcel for commercial development.

7:55 PM

7. Text Amendment 2016-2 Marijuana Cultivation Odor Regulations (public hearing)
Consider applicant request for more flexibility with marijuana grow operation odors.

8:15 PM

8. North Rifle Rezone Discussion
Update on City Council recommendations.

8:30 PM

9. Text Amendment 2016-3 Commercial Storage (public hearing)
Discussion on updates to the commercial storage regulations.

8:45 PM

10. Member Comments and Adjournment

The order and times of agenda items listed above are approximate and intended as a guideline
for the Planning Commissioners.
Next Regular Planning Commission Meeting: July 26, 2016

REGULAR PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING
Tuesday, April 26, 2016

Vice-Chair Steven Fuller

called the Regular Planning Meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.

MEMBERS PRESENT AT ROLL CALL:
ROLL CALL: Fuller, Pettinger, Caldwell, Marantino, Strode and Barnett
Commissioner Marantino moved to Excuse Chair Rogers form the April 26, 2016 meeting Commissioner
Pettinger seconded the motion. The motion CARRIED with the following vote:
ROLL CALL: Yes- Fuller, Pettinger, Caldwell, Marantino, Strode and Barnett
OTHERS PRESENT:
Planning Director Nathan Lindquist, Planner Hannah Klausman, Administrative Assistant Charlotte Squires,
City Attorney Jeff Conklin, City Television Station Salvador Tovar-Guzman.
APPROVAL OF MARCH 29, 2016 REGULAR PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES
Commissioner Pettinger moved to APPROVE March 29, 2016 Regular Planning Commission Meeting
Minutes. Commissioner Caldwell seconded the motion. The motion CARRIED with the following vote:
ROLL CALL: Yes- Fuller, Pettinger, Caldwell, Marantino, Strode and Barnett
MAP AMENDMENT 2016-3 NORTH RIFLE (Public Hearing Continued from 3-2-2016 hearing)
The Chair

called applicant – City of Rifle Planning Staff

The Chair

verified public notice requirements had been met.

Purpose:
Rezone 10 instead of 18 parcels in North Rifle from Light Industrial Zoning (LI) to Community Service
Zoning (CS) and a rezoning of one (1) parcel (the fire station) from Light Industrial Zoning (LI) to Public
Zone District (PD). The Rifle Comprehensive Plan, which guides future development and growth in the City,
envisions this area as a Mixed Use Community Commercial Zone and as an important neighborhood on a
highly visible thoroughfare into the City of Rifle.
The major effect of this rezoning would be to no longer allow industrial uses such a scrap metal processing,
slaughter houses and rendering plants, adult entertainment establishments, asphalt or concrete batch plants,
storage yards, outside storage, contractor yards and heavy equipment storage yards in this area. The
Comprehensive Plan desires these types of uses to occur in designated Light Industrial areas away from the
commercial and residential neighborhoods of North Rifle.
Staff Report:
Staff

recommends Planning Commission recommend City Council APPROVE Map Amendment 2016-3.

Public Comments: No Comments
Commissioners Questions and Comments:
Staff explained after hearing the property owners last month Staff reduced the amount of properties from 18
lots to 10 lots.
Commissioner Strode confirmed the properties that have a current conditional use permit will not be affected
by the zoning change.
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Commissioner Marantino explained after hearing the business owners last month and what staff brought
back to the table is a good step to moving forward with the vision the City has.
Vice Chair Fuller explained the comprehensive plan was written intestinally by a group that understands
community planning and feedback from community members as well. The rezoning is not arbitrary and not
without thought and foresight. The property owners came out and shared how they will be affected and asked
for the zoning to remain the same. I do believe the comprehensive plan serves a purpose and it is a good time
to rezone the parcels. For the other parcels, this issue will not go away and something that will need to be
addressed in a few years when the conditional use permits expire. Some long term planning on the business
owners and property owner’s part would be in their best interest.
Commissioner Barnett explained he spent some time walking the area on Whiteriver Avenue and feels that
what is being done with the rezoning is to make this a friendlier pedestrian area with commercial and retail
and possible residential. The City should definitely make an effort to upgrade some of the pedestrian
walkways especially on Whiteriver Avenue. In the next 20 to 40 years, the Highway 13 corridor is going to
become very busy, as all of northwestern Colorado grows, and that is going to be the main artery. Rifle is
looking at a lot more residents in the North Rifle area. Whiteriver Avenue is going to be a vital area to funnel
pedestrians down to the Rifle Creek Trail, which I see as one of the main arteries in Rifle; to have a nice quiet
walk to get off the busy Highway 13 corridor. One of the first upgrades the City should be looking at is to
have sidewalks for Whiteriver Avenue.
Staff explained working with Live Well Garfield County doing an update to our pedestrian plans and
sidewalk needs. North Whiteriver Avenue is one area on the list, and should be a high priority. If that is
something you would like to attach as a recommendation to council we can include that.
City Attorney explained that infrastructure improvements and re-zonings need to go together.
Motion Made:
Commissioner Marantino recommend to City Council to APPROVE Map Amendment 2016-3 North Rifle,
with addition to add trail infrastructural from 24th Street and connect to 16th Street Rifle Creek Trail.
Commissioner Strode seconded the motion. The motion CARRIED with the following vote:
ROLL CALL: Yes-, Fuller, Pettinger, Caldwell, Marantino, Strode and Barnett
ELECTION OF CHAIR AND VICE CHAIR
Commissioner Steve Fuller was elected and accepted Chair. Commissioner Sean Strode was elected and
accepted Vice Chair.
ROLL CALL: Yea- Fuller, Pettinger, Caldwell, Marantino, Strode and Barnett
MEMBER COMMENT AND ADJOURNMENT
Chair Fuller adjourned the meeting at 7:35 p.m.

Steve Fuller, Chairman

Date

Charlotte Squires, Planning Technician

Date
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DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT
202 Railroad Avenue, Rifle, CO 81650
Phone: 970-665-6490 Fax: 970-625-6268

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Planning and Zoning Commission

FROM:

Hannah Klausman, Planner

DATE:

June 28, 2016

SUBJECT:

Residential Garage Regulations

BACKGROUND
In response to recent numerous complaints on a large residential garage constructed on E. 12th
Street, staff has discussed a review of the accessory structure regulations within the Residential
code.
The nature of the complaints from neighbors centers on the size and height of the garage in
addition to comments that it does not fit with the character of surrounding buildings and
neighborhood. There are additional garages that have been constructed in the past of similar
size that have also raised concerns and complaints from neighbors.
Staff is discussing possible changes to the text of the Residential Zoning code to address these
issues and seeks comment from Planning and Zoning Commission on the direction of those
changes.
CURRENT REGULATION
Accessory structures such as garages, sheds, storage buildings, gazebos, greenhouses,
and other similar structures, are allowed uses in residential zones. The size and
placement is regulated by the height restriction and setbacks for each zone.
Structural height limitations in residential districts are 27 feet for Low Density Residential
(LDR) and 35 feet for Medium Density Residential (MDR) (MDR-X) zones.
Structural setbacks regulate how close a building can be to the neighboring lot. There is a 20
foot front and rear yard setback, and a 5 foot minimum side yard setback for homes in
residential zones, however there is an allowance for accessory structures to be placed within 5
feet of the rear lot line as shown in the following code section;
Sec. 16-3-340. - Additional requirements for residential districts.
(f) No accessory buildings or storage sheds of any size shall be permitted in the front yard setback.
On lots where the principal use is a residence, accessory buildings to each residential uses shall be placed
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Phone: 970-665-6490 Fax: 970-625-6268
no closer than five (5) feet from a rear yard lot line and five (5) feet from a side yard lot line; and in no case
shall an accessory building on a permanent foundation be placed over an easement.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Planning and Zoning Commission

FROM:

Nathan Lindquist,
Planning Director

DATE:

June 21, 2016

SUBJECT:

Knollridge Enclave SIA Amendment
Applicant: Kyle Stoner

REQUEST
The applicant requests an amendment to the Knollridge Enclave Subdivision Improvement
Agreement involving recreational equipment and sidewalks. See applicant statement for details.
LOCATION
Knollridge Enclave is located off of West 24th Street in North Rifle.

Knollridge
Enclave

Joyce Park
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Knollridge Enclave is made up of about 60 townhomes, all of which have been constructed. The
last phase of townhomes were left with unfinished interiors to be completed once the market
recovered. The developer now seeks to finish the interiors and sell the units. This requires that all
requirement of the Subdivision Improvements Agreement (SIA) be completed. Having discussed
these requirements with staff, the developer requests relief from three requirements of the SIA.
Staff has worked with developer to create compromises with the goal of improving the
neighborhood.
1. Relief from construction of a pavilion/“tot lot” playground in the green open
space in the middle of the development in exchange for a $10,000 donation to
the City for improvements to Joyce Park. Knollridge Enclave was approved in 2005,
just before the parks sales tax was approved by the citizens of Rifle. Before the City had the
financial means to build and maintain parks it was common to require developers to
construct parks and playgrounds to be maintained by an HOA. With the “penny for parks”
passed by the City, a tot lot playground and pavilion was installed in City-owned Joyce Park
across the street from Knollridge Enclave. With this park close by it seems redundant to
require a similar facility to be built in a development where the HOA will likely struggle to
maintain it. The developer’s contribution to Joyce Park will allow our Parks Dept to install a
basketball court there. Overall this appears to be a good deal for the developer, the
residents of the development, and the City.
2. Relief from original tree requirement in exchange for re-planting trees in front
of already-completed homes in the neighborhood. The original landscaping plan for
the subdivision called for approximately 63 trees, plus additional shrubs and bushes. Staff
is not sure how many of these were planted and then may have died over time. At this time
there appears to be about 20 trees remaining. The developer proposes 19 additional trees
throughout the development including near homes that were already completed, at Staff’s
request. Staff would like to see the City standard of 1 tree per 40 feet along streets met. All
trees planted should be types that provide shade—not aspens or smaller ornamental trees.
The exact number and type of trees should be confirmed before City Council approval.
3. Relief from construction of a sidewalk on the west side of the development.
This sidewalk would connect 24th Street to 25th Street through Knollridge Enclave, which is
in the middle of a large block. There would be some benefit to pedestrians in the
neighborhood from this connection, although it is not a critical connection as pedestrians
are still able to walk around the block to reach destinations such as Joyce Park. The
developer has a legitimate point that the public being encouraged to traverse the private
property of this development is a liability issue. If the City desires a public connection, an
access easement should be obtained. Another reason not to require the sidewalk is to
preserve what could become a 6,000 square foot out-lot that faces 25th Street, where the
sidewalk would connect through. If a home could be placed there it would prevent this area
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from being a weedy lot in perpetuity. Staff would see this as a worthy tradeoff for not
putting a sidewalk through.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that Planning Commission recommend to City Council approval of:
- Request #1 with the developer donation to Joyce Park;
- Request #2 with determination of number and type of street trees needed to meet City
landscaping standards;
- Request #3: Staff leans towards approval of the request to eliminate the sidewalk but
would like Planning Commission’s opinion on the need for the pedestrian connection.

Applicant Statement
Knollridge SIA

Applicant map of proposed improvements
including changes from SIA requirements
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Planning and Zoning Commission

FROM:

Hannah Klausman, Planner

DATE:

June 28, 2016

SUBJECT:

Rifle Retail Ventures Lot 10c Minor Sketch Plan 2016-1
Applicant: Rifle Retail Ventures LLC
Authorized Representative: Ron Liston

REQUEST
The applicant requests Sketch Plan approval of a minor subdivision of Lot 10C in the
Rifle Retail Ventures Subdivision (700 Airport Road). Lot 10C currently consists of
approximately 16.8 acres and is vacant. The subject subdivision will create two (2)
separate commercial lots. See the property highlighted below. The property is located
between Wal-Mart and Choice Liquors.
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PROCESS
Sketch Plan is the first step in a three step subdivision process: Sketch, Preliminary, and
Final. The RRV Subdivision before you is asking for Sketch Plan approval only. This
means that they wish to receive Planning Commission’s comments and approval on a
conceptual view of the project before proceeding with expending substantial funds on
engineering as part of the Preliminary Plan process. The question for Planning
Commission at the Sketch Plan stage is does the project meet the broad goals of the City
for this neighborhood as described in the Comprehensive Plan and the applicable zoning
district, and does the project seem feasible enough to proceed to Preliminary Plan stage.
Planning Commission would see a Preliminary Plan application at a future meeting if the
project continues.
BACKGROUND
The objective of the applicant is to be able to divide a smaller lot to establish individual
ownership and a future proposed fast food restaurant. The proposed subdivision will
create two (2) separate commercial lots in the Rifle Retail subdivision, the larger Lot 10C
being approximately 16 acres, and the smaller Lot 10A, approximately 1 acre which
would encompass the proposed fast food restaurant. The lots will be zoned Community
Service (CS), consistent with the current zoning. Please see the proposed lots below.
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ACCESS
The subdivision currently does not have a constructed access. The developer proposes to
install a private drive off of Airport Road directly across from Megan Avenue to the
south, which will serve as the main access for Lot 10A and future development on Lot
10C. See detail below. Staff is recommending the private drive match with Megan
Avenue which is a two way street with center turn lane.
Staff has discussed with the applicant the possible necessity of a traffic light at the
intersection of Megan Avenue, the private drive, and Airport road due to future high
traffic loads for the fast food establishment as well as future development on Lot 10C.
Staff has directed the applicant to submit a traffic study to further examine the impact of
on Airport road traffic. Planning Commission will see the results of this study and Staff’s
recommendation regarding the traffic light at the time of Preliminary Plan application.
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UTILITIES
The subdivision is on the City water and sewer system and can be served.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends Planning and Zoning Commission recommend approval of
Sketch Plan Minor Subdivision 2016-1 with the following conditions:
1. Applicant shall submit covenants for review prior to Final Plat
approval.
2. The proposed private drive shall be constructed to match Megan
Avenue.
3. Applicant shall develop a Business Owner Association agreement for
the private driveway maintenance and future shared public
improvements per the city attorney’s template.
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4. Applicant shall submit a traffic study report indicating expected
traffic loads and eventuality of a traffic light at the intersection of
Airport Road and private drive.
5. Applicant shall submit a drainage report prior to Final Plat.
6. Applicant shall submit engineered drawings of water line locations prior to Final Plat.
7. Any use of Lot 10A shall require associated improvements and permits as stipulated in
the Rifle Municipal Code.
8. The applicant is aware that the City will not consider further subdivisions of Lot 10c
without a master plan for the entire property.
FINDINGS
When approving, approving with conditions, or denying a subdivision, the Planning
Commission must consider the following (staff comments in bold, italics )
1. Conformance of the proposal with the City of Rifle Municipal Code;
There do not appear to be any provisions of the Rifle Municipal Code
that would prevent this subdivision from occurring.
2. The compatibility of the proposal with the character of the surrounding area,
including but not limited to the architectural character of the neighborhood, the
average lot and building sizes, and the relative value of the proposed structures to
the value of other structures;
The surrounding area consists of commercial uses. The proposed use is
a fast food restaurant and is well suited for the area. The lot size is
similar in size to the surrounding parcels.
3. The desirability for the proposed use in the specific area of the City;
Fast food commercial uses are desirable along the Airport Road
corridor. The area is immediately adjacent to Interstate 70 serving
highway travelers, and adjacent uses are compatible in character.
4. Potential for adverse environmental effects that might result from the proposed use;
It is not anticipated that there will be any adverse environmental
effects as a result of the proposed subdivision.
5. Compatibility of the subdivision plan with the Comprehensive Plan;
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The Comprehensive plan identifies this area as the South Rifle Business
District, “Rifle’s primary regional shopping area,” appropriate for
commercial uses including big box stores or “lifestyle centers” retail,
office, hotel, personal, and business services.
The proposed subdivision is compatible with the Comprehensive Plan’s
goal of growing Rifle’s regional commercial base along the Airport
Road commercial corridor.
6. Potential impact of the proposed use upon the value of property and buildings within
the surrounding area; and
The proposed use could have a positive impact on property values as it
would develop an otherwise vacant lot on Airport Road. The proposed
fast food restaurant will meet professional standards for design, site
plan, and landscaping regulated by Rifle Municipal Code ensuring an
attractive and quality addition to neighboring buildings.
7. Conformance with the approval requirements concerning water and sewer tap
availability for high volume use requests, if applicable.
The use is not anticipated to be a high volume request.

LAND DESIGN PARTNERSHIP
918 Cooper Avenue, Glenwood Springs, CO 81601
970-945-2246 / Cell 970-379-7638
E-mail: ron@landdesignpartnership.com

June 1, 2016
Nathan Lindquist
Planning Director
City of Rifle, CO 81650
Re. Sketch Plan Lot 10C RRV Subdivision
Dear Nathan:
Attached herewith are the submittal requirements for a Minor Subdivision regarding Lot 10C
of the RRV Subdivision in the City of Rifle. Lot 10C is zoned Community Service and is
owned by Rifle Retail Ventures LLC of Columbus, Ohio.
The Owner desires to create a parcel in the southwest corner of Lot 10C which is
anticipated to accommodate Wendy’s restaurant including drive through service. Lot 10A
will have no direct access to Airport Road. A private drive and temporary cul-de-sac will be
constructed within an access, utility and drainage easement along the east side of Lot 10A.
A retentions bases is proposed at the edge of the cul-de-sac which will serve for
stormwater management until a more comprehensive basin is constructed in association
with the future subdivision of the remainder of Lot 10C. The new drive will be maintained by
the owner of Lot 10C, Rifle Retail Venture, until a property owner’s association is formed at
the time of further subdivision of Lot 10C. The detailed site plan review of the proposed use
on Lot 10A will be the responsibility of the purchaser of that lot.
The Owners acknowledge there shall be nor further division of the remainder of Lot 10C
without a complete master plan for the division of the entirely of that tract. At the PreApplication conference, Planning Staff said that various engineering reports provided to the
Town as part of the RRV Subdivision would be adequate for this application. Fresh copies
of previous pertinent reports and studies are provided with this application. It is anticipated
that the private drive, cul-de-sac, retention pond and associated wet and dry utilities as
necessary to serve Lots 10A will be constructed within the next year.
Since this is a re-subdivision of a relatively recent subdivision lot some elements of the
Minor Subdivision Checklist do not pertain and have not been addressed in this application;
by example, we have not included as discussion of Lot 10A’s relationship to Rifle
Comprehensive Plan which would have been addressed with the RRV Subdivision review
and approval.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Planning and Zoning Commission

FROM:

Nathan Lindquist,
Planning Director

DATE:

June 21, 2016

SUBJECT:

Marijuana Cultivation Operation Odor Regulations
Applicant: Dan Sullivan, Green Medicine LLC

REQUEST
The applicant requests an amendment to the Rifle Municipal Code section that regulates marijuana
“Cultivation Operation” odors. Rifle Municipal Code Section 6-9-180 currently states that a
cultivation operation must ensure that “odor is not capable of being detected by a person with a
normal sense of smell at the exterior of the cultivation operation or any adjoining business,
parcel or tract of real property.” The applicant seeks greater flexibility for marijuana cultivation
operation odors and proposes the following text: “a 1,000 foot odor buffer zone may be permitted,
provided that the location is greater than 2,500 feet from a single family residence.”
The applicant’s cultivation operation is on South 7th Street in South Rifle (see Map 1 and 2 next
page), but the proposed text amendment would apply to all cultivation operations in Light
Industrial areas within the City of Rifle. The applicant’s proposal is spurred by his interest in
constructing a greenhouse for his cultivation operation. A greenhouse is currently permissible
under Rifle’s marijuana regulations. However, the applicant desires his proposed odor code
change before making investments in order to have greater certainty that Rifle’s odor regulations
would not lead to penalties against his business. The Rifle Municipal Code states that penalties for
marijuana cultivation operations that violate the code may include fines of up to $100,000 or
suspension of license. See the attached code sections relevant to this discussion.
PROCESS
This case involves marijuana regulations contained in Chapter 6 of the Rifle Municipal Code,
Business Licenses and Regulations. Standard City policy does not allow applicants to propose a
Text Amendment for regulations outside of Chapter 16, the Land Use Code. However because this
issue has effects on land uses in Rifle, City Council has requested that Planning Commission
convene as a special Task Force to recommend how the City should proceed with the applicant’s
request.
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Map 1 illustrates the proposed 1,000 ft buffer around existing cultivation operations in South Rifle.

Map 2 illustrates the proposed 1,000 ft buffer around existing cultivation operations in West Rifle.
Note that residential areas (in yellow) would be within the proposed 2,500 foot limit.
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BACKGROUND DISCUSSION
The issue of odors associated with the marijuana industry is a difficult one for communities across
Colorado. Like other communities, the City of Rifle has received complaints from citizens
regarding odors that escape cultivation operation premises. Because of these concerns many local
jurisdictions regulate marijuana odors more strictly than other industrial or commercial odors,
which generally are not expected to be confined to their premises. State marijuana laws do not
address how local jurisdictions should regulate marijuana odors. However, as state law does
require marijuana use to occur in private rather than public, this can serve as a point in favor of
regulating marijuana odors to prevent them from entering the public realm.
From Staff’s observations, it appears that current technology for cultivation operation facilities is
unable to completely contain odors within its premises at all times. Marijuana plants, particularly
when in bloom, give off very strong odors. This is one of the reason that cultivation operations can
only locate in Light Industrial areas. Rifle’s existing cultivation operations have been made aware
of Rifle’s odor regulations and have invested large sums in filtering technology to attempt to
contain odors. However, complaints from citizens have persisted. Greenhouses are known to be
less effective at containing smells than are standard buildings, thus the applicant’s concern with
investing in a greenhouse under the current regulations. On the plus side, greenhouses use less
energy and are considered “greener”.
Research into other Colorado communities’ approach to the odor issue has not revealed functional
methods of regulating odor that succeed in providing certainty to businesses and the community at
large. Odor is an inherently murky and subjective issue to regulate. How do we decide how much
of an odor, or what type of odor, is offensive? How can that be measured objectively? The testing
to measure odor would appear to be prohibitively expensive for applicants and the City to
administer. Our options appear to be limited to our current regulations that limit marijuana odor
to the premises of the facility, the applicant’s proposed buffer zone, or having no regulations on
marijuana odor.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff believes that if Planning Commission were to recommend in favor of the applicant’s “odor
buffer zone”, and if City Council were to amend the code in that manner, complaints from
neighboring businesses within the buffer would likely continue and the City would be put in a
difficult situation by permitting an odor that a significant portion of the community finds
objectionable. It is difficult to say when a particular odor becomes “societally acceptable” so that
strict odor regulations are not needed for it, but it does not appear that Rifle is at that point with
marijuana odors. Given this belief, Staff cannot recommend in favor of the applicant’s
proposal. With the lack of attractive options for regulating marijuana odor, it seems best to
remain with the current code and wait for a consensus to develop in the community one way or the
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other on this issue, or for improved technology to present a solution.

Applicant's requested code change

My suggested edits for your consideration to the current code are in blue bold below – Thanks.
Dan Sullivan
Sec. 6-9-70. - Application for license.
(a) A person seeking to obtain a license pursuant to this Article shall file an application with the City
Manager. The form of the application shall be provided by the City Manager.
(b) An application for a license under this Article shall contain the following information:
(1) The name, address, telephone number, date of birth and social security number of all owners
of the retail marijuana cultivation facility or, if it is a business entity, the names of each natural
person who owns any ownership interest in the entity;
(2) The street address, and unit number if applicable, of the proposed retail marijuana
cultivation facility and a complete description, including sketch diagram, of the site for which
the license is being obtained;
(3) If the applicant is not the owner of the proposed location of the retail marijuana cultivation
facility, a statement from the owner of such property on a City-approved form authorizing the
submission of the application;
(4) A completed set of the applicant's fingerprints;
(5) A statement to be initialed by the applicant that the City accepts no legal liability in
connection with the approval and subsequent operation of the retail marijuana cultivation
facility;
(6) A consent and acknowledgement that the City will conduct a background investigation of
each owner;
(7) For a retail marijuana cultivation facility, the applicant must provide evidence that the
structure has an adequate electrical supply safely installed for the operation certified by a
Colorado licensed electrician, proper filtered ventilation and odor control measures installed
so that no odors leave the premises (however odor distance may in increased to 1,000 feet for
cultivation facilities that have permitted greenhouses, where zoning regulations allow for such
a variance), irrigation and plumbing plan, chemical storage and disposal plan, mitigation
measures for airborne fungi and related pests; and
(8) Any additional information that the City Manager reasonably determines to be necessary in
connection with the investigation and review of the application.
(c) Applications deemed complete shall be processed by the City Manager in order of receipt, and
incomplete applications will be rejected.
(Ord. 19 §2, 2013)
Sec. 6-9-180. - Operation of retail marijuana cultivation facility.
(a) No retail sale of marijuana may occur at a retail marijuana cultivation facility.

(b) Any signage for a retail marijuana cultivation facility shall comply with the requirements
of Chapter 16, Article VIII of this Code. No sign shall contain a graphic/image of any portion of a
marijuana plant.
(c) A retail marijuana cultivation facility must occur indoors and be equipped with a proper ventilation
system that filters out the odor of marijuana so that the odor is not capable of being detected by a
person with a normal sense of smell at the exterior of the cultivation operation or any adjoining
business, parcel or tract of real property. However, if a cultivation facility has an approved
greenhouse Conditional Use Permit, in the proper Commercial and Industrial zoning district, a 1,000
foot odor buffer zone may be permitted, provided that the location is greater than 2,500 feet from
a single family residence.
(d) A retail marijuana cultivation facility shall be required to have waste, chemical and bio-product
storage and disposal measures as determined reasonably necessary by the City Manager.
(Ord. 19 §2, 2013)

Existing code requirements on marijuana odor for
PZ's background understanding
Marijuana Odor Regulations in the Rifle Municipal Code
Sec. 6-8-150. - Operation of medical marijuana center.
(i) The medical marijuana center premises shall be adequately ventilated so that adjacent properties are
not impacted by odors.
(Ord. 33 §2, 2009; Ord. 3 §2, 2011)
Sec. 6-8-160. - Operation of medical marijuana optional premises cultivation operation.
(c) A medical marijuana optional premises cultivation operation must occur indoors and be equipped
with a proper ventilation system that filters out the odor of marijuana so that the odor is not capable of
being detected by a person with a normal sense of smell at the exterior of the optional premises
cultivation operation or any adjoining business, parcel or tract of real property.
(Ord. 33 §2, 2009; Ord. 3 §2, 2011)
Sec. 6-9-180. - Operation of retail marijuana cultivation facility.
(c) A retail marijuana cultivation facility must occur indoors and be equipped with a proper ventilation
system that filters out the odor of marijuana so that the odor is not capable of being detected by a
person with a normal sense of smell at the exterior of the cultivation operation or any adjoining
business, parcel or tract of real property.
(d) A retail marijuana cultivation facility shall be required to have waste, chemical and bioproduct
storage and disposal measures as determined reasonably necessary by the City Manager.
(Ord. 19 §2, 2013)
Sec. 6-9-70. (AND Sec. 6-8-40) - Application for license.
(7) For a retail marijuana cultivation facility, the applicant must provide evidence that the structure has
an adequate electrical supply safely installed for the operation certified by a Colorado licensed
electrician, proper filtered ventilation and odor control measures installed so that no odors leave the
premises, irrigation and plumbing plan, chemical storage and disposal plan, mitigation measures for
airborne fungi and related pests; and
(Ord. 19 §2, 2013)
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Planning and Zoning Commission

FROM:

Nathan Lindquist,
Planning Director

DATE:

June 21, 2016

SUBJECT:

Update on North Rifle Rezoning – Light Industrial to
Community Service

Planning Commissioners will see attached the Staff Report to City Council on the North Rifle
Rezoning that was presented at the June 15, 2016 City Council meeting. The Staff Report discusses
Option A, which was the recommendation given by Planning Commission to City Council. Since
Planning Commission last discussed this issue in April, another option - Option B - has been
developed by Staff based on comments by City Council and the public. Option B is also discussed
in the attached Staff Report. At their June 15th meeting City Council voted unanimously to request
Planning Commission consider Option B. As this topic has not been noticed for a public hearing at
the June 28th PZ meeting, Planning Commission should not make comments on the substance of
the issue. Staff did want to let you know that this is likely to be on the agenda for the July PZ
meeting. The June 15th City Council meeting can be viewed at www.riflenow.org.
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Council

FROM:

Nathan Lindquist, Planning Director; Hannah Klausman, Planner

DATE:

June 6, 2016

SUBJECT:

MAP AMENDMENT 2016-3: NORTH RIFLE REZONING
APPLICANT: City of Rifle
OPTION A
UPDATE FOR 2ND COUNCIL PUBLIC HEARING:
This Staff Report takes into account comments made by
City Council and the public at the May 20, 2016 public
hearing. At that meeting a recommendation was
presented from the Planning Commission to rezone ten
(10) parcels in the North Rifle area from Light Industrial
to Community Service zoning. See the map of OPTION
A. Properties outlined in orange were recommended for
rezoning. The intent is to implement the
Comprehensive Plan, encourage commercial uses, and
protect the character of the neighborhood which has
transitioned to commercial uses over time. Attachment
A includes the “use table” comparing Light Industrial and
Community Service zoning.

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL=
PURPLE
COMMUNITY
SERVICE=

RED
RESIDENTIAL=
BROWN/TAN/
YELLOW

In addition to Planning Commission’s May 20th
recommendation (Option A), Staff has since
developed OPTION B to address comments from
Council and the public at the May 20th meeting.
OPTION B involves three parts, and would require a
new public hearing with Planning Commission.
OPTION B
A. Recommend that the City rezone all Light Industrial
properties in the area to the Community Service (CS)
Zoning District. See properties outlined in orange on
the OPTION B map. This would increase the number
of properties rezoned from ten (10) to nineteen (19).
B. Recommend that the City expand options for outdoor
storage in Community Service Zoning Districts
throughout the City. The Planning Commission would
develop a Text Amendment that defines minor
outdoor storage permitted for any commercial use,
and a Conditional Use Permit (CUP) process for

CUP
CUP

CUP

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL=
PURPLE
COMMUNITY
SERVICE=

RED
RESIDENTIAL=
BROWN/TAN/
YELLOW
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larger outdoor storage areas. The CUP process would allow Planning Commission
to make decisions on larger outdoor storage areas in a CS Zone on a case-by-case
basis. Standards would prevent outdoor storage from negatively impacting major
corridors and neighboring commercial and residential uses. Standards may include:
location required to be in the rear of the property; location that is non-visible from
right-of-ways; appropriate screening; minimum lot size; maximum storage area size;
and a requirement that outdoor storage be associated with a permitted use in the
Community Services Zoning District.
C. For the three properties in this area with Conditional Use Permits (see ‘CUP’ on
map), consider extending the outdoor storage and tow yard nonconformity rights
past the expiration date of the CUPs in 2019/2020. Nonconformity” is the legal term
for what is commonly called “grandfathering in”. The Rifle Municipal Code defines it
as follows:
Sec. 16-3-100. (b)Continuation of nonconforming uses, structures and lots. Any use, structure
or building lot in existence and lawful at the time of adoption of the zoning code or any subsequent
amendment thereto which is not in conformance with the provisions of the zoning code or
subsequent amendment shall be considered a nonconforming use, structure or building lot and may
continue in existence pursuant to the provisions of this Chapter.

The three properties in question have been subdivided in a manner that makes
redevelopment difficult. The parcels are small and strangely shaped. The
properties have a fenced storage area with an existing light industrial outdoor
storage use. This “grandfathering” of outdoor storage and tow yards would be
subject to the City’s nonconformity regulations, including an expiration of the right
to outdoor storage if the use is abandoned for over a year:
(h) Abandonment. Whenever a nonconforming use of land or building has been
discontinued for a period of one (1) year, that nonconforming use of land or building shall
be deemed abandoned. Any future use of the land or building shall be in conformance with
all applicable provisions of this Chapter.
Staff is open to other options for moving forward. The remainder of the Staff Report
below is unchanged from the last public hearing as it provides background information.
I.

BACKGROUND – COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

The 2009 Rifle Comprehensive Plan identifies the area in question as part of the “North
Rifle Center” neighborhood. The Comprehensive Plan recommends that the area be
rezoned from Light Industrial to Community Service zoning (page 61):
North Rifle Center Objective #1: Over the next 20 year planning period, highly
visible and centrally located light industrial properties in the North Rifle Subarea
will likely be rezoned to a retail/commercial land use similar to adjacent zoning.
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On page 59-60, the Comprehensive Plan goes into more detail on the vision for the
North Rifle Center neighborhood:
The North Rifle Center is currently the main commercial destination area north of
Downtown Rifle….The area serves as a shopping node for the residential
development on Graham Mesa that accesses the area via 16th Street. Major
public services are located in the neighborhood, including the Garfield County
Health and Human Services building, the County Courthouse and the
City/County Justice Center. Metro Park, with a swimming pool and skate park, is
located here. While some areas of the North Rifle Center are built-out, many
parcels are ripe for redevelopment. For example, there is great potential for
commercial redevelopment where light industrial and older commercial currently
exist near the triangle of land formed by Whiteriver Avenue and State Highway
13.
II.

NEIGHBORHOOD CONTEXT

The neighborhood surrounding the properties in question is composed of Community
Service zoning to the north, west and south, and Medium Density Residential zoning to
the east. Surrounding land uses include commercial, residential, and public uses.
Existing uses within the area in question are of a commercial or civic character, with
several large vacant properties and one (1) residential use. There are no existing light
industrial uses in the area proposed for rezoning. Adjacent to the north are three (3)
outdoor storage/tow yards in an area proposed to remain zoned Light Industrial.
Staff finds that the Light Industrial zoning of this area does not conform with the existing
character of the neighborhood, nor with the desired vision of the neighborhood as
described in the Comprehensive Plan. Decades ago this area was on the outskirts of
RIlfe and an appropriate location for light industrial uses. However Rifle’s growth has
surrounded this area with commercial and residential uses. The area is no longer
compatible with light industrial uses, and it has transitioned to commercial use over
time. The area is located along a key transportation corridor (Highway 13 and Railroad
Avenue) that is a major entrance to the Rifle community. Formalizing the transition of
the area from Light Industrial to Commercial uses would assist in meeting the
Comprehensive Plan’s objective to “protect key corridors from unsightly land uses and
ensure these thoroughfares protect the City’s image.” (page 99)
The properties that are recommended for rezoning share one or more of the following
criteria:
1. Properties in a block that borders Railroad Avenue and is part of that walkable
commercial corridor.

2. Properties in a block that is directly adjacent to a residential neighborhood.
3. Properties in a block where current uses do not currently exhibit a light industrial
character and have transitioned to uses compatible with Community Service
zoning.
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III.

EFFECTS OF REZONING ON EXISTING BUSINESSES AND PROPERTIES

The major effect of this rezoning would be to no longer allow industrial uses such as
Scrap Metal Processing, Slaughter Houses and Rendering Plants, Adult Entertainment
Establishments, Asphalt or Concrete Batch Plants, Storage Yards, Outside Storage,
and Contractor and Heavy Equipment Storage Yards in this area. The Comprehensive
Plan desires these types of uses to occur in designated Light Industrial areas away from
the commercial and residential neighborhoods of North Rifle.
Properties and businesses affected by the proposed rezoning can be put into two
categories:
1. Properties that are larger and mostly vacant. There are several larger vacant
properties in the area that are suitable for development. Rezoning the property
would encourage commercial or mixed-use development and prevent industrial
development. The effect on property owners would be to limit the types of uses
that may be developed in the future. The advantage of the rezoning would be to
protect existing commercial and residential uses from being negatively impacted by
new industrial neighbors.
2. Properties with existing businesses compatible with Community Service
zoning. All existing businesses in the area can be permitted under Community
Service zoning and thus will not be affected by the rezoning. This includes
restaurants, retail establishments, auto body shops, indoor fabrication shops,
equipment rental facilities (U-Haul), indoor warehouses, and offices. The rezoning
would prevent these properties from changing into industrial uses in the future,
which limits the options of property owners but also protects existing commercial
uses from incompatible industrial neighbors.
In addition, some standards for new development in the Community Service zoning
district are higher than those in Light Industrial zoning. For example, the front façade of
a new building in a Light Industrial area may be 75% metal or flat concrete block, but in
the Community Service zoning district 100% of the front façade must be of a more
attractive material such as brick, split-face block, stone, or stucco.
IV.

FINDINGS

Pursuant to Section 16-5-360, the Commission shall consider the following criteria
before approving a Text Amendment (staff comments shown in bold italics):
1. Conformance of the proposal with the City of Rifle Municipal Code;
The proposal conforms with the Code, which permits the City of Rifle Planning
Commission to initiate a rezoning.
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2. The compatibility of the proposal with the character of the surrounding area,
including but not limited to the architectural character of the neighborhood, the
average lot and building sizes in the neighborhood, and the relative value of the
proposed structure to the value of other structures in the neighborhood;
The proposed rezoning would ensure that future development is compatible with
the character of the surrounding area, as discussed above, by encouraging highvalue and more attractive commercial uses and prohibiting lower-value and less
attractive industrial uses that are not compatible with surrounding residential and
commercial uses.
3. The desirability for the proposed use in the specific area of the City;

Commercial uses are desirable in the “North Rifle Center” area, as described by
the Comprehensive Plan.
3. The potential for adverse environmental effects that might result from the proposed
use;
The proposed rezoning may prevent adverse environmental effects that may arise
from industrial uses in close proximity to residential and commercial areas.
4. Compatibility of the proposed use and the site (or subdivision) plan with the City of
Rifle Comprehensive Plan;
The proposal fulfills an objective of the Comprehensive Plan.
5. The potential impact of the proposed use upon the value of property and buildings
within the surrounding area;
Long-term positive impacts on the value of property and buildings can be
projected as the existing commercial, civic, and residential uses are protected
from potential industrial neighbors as the area develops over time.
6. Conformance of the proposal with the approval requirements concerning water and
sewer tap availability for high volume use requests pursuant to 13-4-120 of the
Code, if applicable.
N/A
V.

RECOMMENDATION

Staff recommends that City Council approve of Map Amendment 2016-3 with either
Option A or Option B, and with a recommendation that the sidewalk on Whiteriver
Avenue in this area be prioritized in the City of Rifle Capital Improvement Plan.
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